Reducing Detrimental Defects for High-Performance Metal Halide Perovskite Solar Cells.
In several photovoltaic (PV) technologies, the presence of electronic defects within the semiconductor band gap limit the efficiency, reproducibility, as well as lifetime. Metal halide perovskites (MHPs) have drawn great attention due to its excellent photovoltaic properties (e.g., high defect tolerance) that can be achieved even without a very strict film-growth control processing (e.g., spin-coating and blade coating). Much has been done theoretically for proposing the different point defects in MHPs. In this review, we discuss on the experimental challenges for a thorough characterization of the defects in MHPs such as (i) experimental assignment of the type of defects, (ii) defects densities, and (iii) the energy positions within the band gap induced by these defects. The second topic of focus in this review is on the passivation strategies. On the basis of our literature survey, the different types of defects that are important to be considered and minimized are examined. Acquiring a complete fundamental understanding of defect nature in MHPs is highly desirable in order to further improve their optoelectronic functionalities. In the outlook section, we outline future research directions that warrant further investigations for solving technologically-relevant issues for commercialization.